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If I called you on the phone today and asked, “Doc, which one of these 
folks here in your office are consistently top performers for you?”

Dentistry’s #1 Resource for
Practice Growth & Profits
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“For last year’s words belong to last 
year’s language and next year’s words 
await another voice.”

T.S. Eliot

“Never mistake activity for achieve-
ment.” 

John Wooden

“Don’t worry about people stealing 
your ideas. If your ideas are any good, 
you’ll have to ram them down people’s 
throats.”

Howard AikenYou’d be able to tell me which one(s), 
right?

If I asked you which of the other fine 
folks in your office are less-than-consistent 
top performers, could you answer that?

I am willing to be at least one name 
comes to mind. 

I am also betting you have a favorite 
chairside assistant, too?

Do you have a favorite hygienist?

Of these last two I refer to (DA and Hyg), 
are they consistently top performers? (Are 
you being 100% honest with yourself?)

Now, it might shock you if I then turned 
around and said, “Doc, if you can identify 
ANY of these folks on your payroll as a less-
than-consistent top performer, YOU, my 
dear friend, have a major, major problem.”

Would you agree? Or, would you “call” 
me out on that?

Or, would you begin to defend those in-
consistently OK, less than top performers?

Many docs would. Many will defend the 
sub-par employee until the day the doc 
realizes he’s…

BROKE.

And, that’s where I come in (and 
hopefully before the doc’s broke). That’s 
where the conversation gets real “frank.” 
Here’s what I mean:

If you have 
ANY PERSON 
S U C K I N G 
OFF YOUR 
P R A C T I C E 
TEAT that is 
anything less 
than a consistent, 
d a y - i n - a n d -
day-out top-
performer, you 
must, today, not 
tomorrow (unless 

tomorrow is Christmas, then at least wait 
until the 26th), not next week, not next 
month.

FIRE THEM.
Here’s my very simple-minded logic for 

such a drastic proclamation:

1.) YOU. You don’t deserve to have 
someone taking money from you that is 
not willing to give you ALL THEY HAVE, 
when they are in the office and out of the 
office, regardless of their circumstances. 

Because, THEIR reasons are not yours, 
and, they’re not your fault. They are 
your sub-par performer’s. DO NOT 
take ownership of their pile of crap.

2.) Team. The rest of your hard-
working and dedicated team absolutely 
does not deserve to work with someone 
that takes them down, down, down 
(Remember the Ring of Fire song – I 
Just heard the re-do with Allen Jackson 
– originally Johnny Cash’s.). ‘Cause, 
it burns, burns, burns. Why let the 
laggard drag down your awesome 
team that cares enough about you and 
your patients to put up with the per-
formance-killer? You can’t. And, if you 
don’t, you stand to lose (and deservedly 
so) your best performers because it 
shows you don’t value them as much as 
you value the sub-par performer. 

3.) The laggard, the slacker, the ex-
cuse-maker. You know, they’d be far 
better off in an office that appreciated 
what they have to offer. But, that’s not 
your office, so why hold them back. 
Let them go. They will ultimately be 
happier. Because, if they were happy 
working for you, they’d be doing a 
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Comments From a Few of Jerry’s 
ClearPath Society® Members...

Additional Resources for
Dentists to GROW their practice without 

all the hassle and overhead...
aClearPath Society®. This is Jerry’s ex-
clusive Membership-based group that meets 
in-person, every year, for a closed-door 
Mastermind Roundtable meeting. Members 
are entitled to use Jerry’s practice-building 
resources, including all of his postcards, 
ads, and more. Plus, Members get exclusive 
discounts on other services. Info available at 
http://bit.ly/cp-membership. NOTE: There 
is a price increase effective 12/31/12.

aNEW PATIENTS: Easily attract new pa-
tients using Jerry Jones Direct’s strategic, 
turn-key, Killer New Patient Postcard Pro-
gram. Let JJD take care of all the strategy 
and heavy lifting on your next new patient 
acquisition project using postcard – from 
design, copywriting (using only proven copy 
from postcards Jerry creates, mails and uses 
for SofTouch Dental™ and his other clients 
around the US), list rental, mailing, and much 
more. For a 1:1 no-cost consultation, contact 
Jerry via email: jerry@jerryjonesdirect.com. 
At this time, there are just 2 private client 
spots available. Dentists only, please.

JERRY JONES DIRECT
Dentistry’s #1 Resource for Practice Growth & PROFITS!

Phone: 503-339-6000 | FAX: 503-218-0557 | info@jerryjonesdirect.com
www.JerryJonesDirect.com | 4742 Liberty Rd S #262 | Salem, OR 97302

I recently joined ClearPath® Society after reading Jerry’s in-
formation via his email newsletter for several months and 
asking him a number of different questions about market-
ing, what he was doing, what was working for other dentists 
in my area. He was always prompt to answer my emails, 
and, even spoke to me on the phone when I called with ad-
ditional questions. As I told Jerry, I’m not much of a ‘joiner’ 
of Societies, but after getting comfortable with what Jerry 
was doing, what he was asking of his ClearPath® Society 
Members, how he delivered value, I knew I’d be a good fit 
and be able to really make this work. I’m excited about the 
future of my practice.

-Gigi Huynh, D.D.S.

Jerry…Olive Branch #1… over 30 calls yesterday (day 1) 
for ‘Cindy.’ Very well done, and thank you. 24 New Pa-
tients have scheduled from your Invisalign FSI…I think I’ll 
mail it again.

-Sean Tarpenning, D.D.S.

Thanks for all your great info!
– Brian Handel, D.M.D.

The rest of 
your hard-
working and 
dedicated 
team abso-
lutley does 
not deserve 
to work with 
someone that 
takes them 
down, down, 
down.

Need a speaker or expert interview for an upcoming event? Jerry’s available to select audiences and brings 
new and exciting information on the topic of practice building – not the same old tired and worn-out infor-
mation, you’ve all heard. Jerry’s in the trenches, and knows what it takes to build a practice...from a business-
man’s perspective. For more information, email: melody@jerryjonesdirect.com with your proposal.
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How To Engineer An Internet Marketing Program

One of the major 
problems I 

have witnessed 
with marketing a 
dental practice on 
the internet is that 
many programs 

are developed around an old way of 
thinking.

In other words, so much marketing 
is based around the “destination” 
principle. The destination principle 
is the process of building a “place” (a 
webpage  for instance) and then either 
hope that people can find it, or try to 
figure out how to get them there. (In the 
old days, this was a Yellow Page ad. You 
put it there, and hoped people would 
see it.)

Today, you can see this everywhere 
on the internet with people building 
Facebook Pages, Twitter profiles, and 
even websites without the faintest 
idea of how to get people to visit them 
without wasting a lot of time.

To combat this time-wasting, frivolous 
effort marketing, I’ve put together 
two steps that are very important to 
re-thinking your internet marketing

Step #1: Start with the desired 
outcome.

Football has touchdowns, baseball has 
runs, and soccer has goals. Everytime a 
player takes the field in any sport, they 
have a desired outcome that they are 
striving for.

So what is the desired outcome for your 
practice? Every marketing piece and 
advertising strategy should lead to this 
outcome.

James Erickson, EMC Dental Marketing
Dentistry’s #1 Online Marketing Resource

In a dental practice, likely your desired 
outcome is to get a patient in your chair 
for the first time. And, even though 
technology continues to advance, a 
large portion of your appointments still 
come from phone calls directly to your 
practice.

So your real goal of marketing is to 
generate that phone call to your office 
that could lead to a scheduled patient.

Step #2: What does the prospect do?

Now that you know your desired 
outcome, ask yourself the question 
“What does my prospect do when they 
need me?”

Well, it used to be that they would flip 
through the Yellow Pages. But now, with 
this magical thing called the internet, it 
allows them to search for anything at 
anytime and get the answers they are 
looking for.

Google, Bing, Yahoo... all daily language 
for most people because they have 
connected problems with solutions. 
If people are looking for you there, it 
makes sense to be there. And let’s not 
think that the hundreds of thousands 
of Americans who search for “dentist” 
each day are just looking for fun... they 
have a need.

From there, you connect their need to 
a direct solution. You want them to call 
your office and schedule (your desired 
outcome). 

As my past articles have said, focus on 
getting the prospect (your next patient) 
from search to schedule in the most 
direct line possible.

(Don’t get caught up with false desired 

outcomes… Being #1 on Google, 
Getting more Twitter Followers or 
Facebook likes. These are steps that 
could lead to your desired outcome, but 
should not be mistaken for your desired 
outcome… to get a patient to call and 
schedule.)

Step #3: Bridge The Gap.

Now that you know what you want, and 
what your patient does first, bridge the 
gap between the two.

Build a path that goes from their action 
to your outcome. From their internet 
search to your schedule book.

The key to this step is to create a bridge 
in the most direct way possible. If 
you get caught up on the big ego play 
of more Facebook likes or Twitter 
followers, you’ll lose patients to the 
abyss of the internet. (72 hours of video 
are uploaded to YouTube every minute, 
a huge distraction).

Don’t introduce a lot of distractions 
or options into the mix. Take them on 
a simple journey from their search to 
your schedule book.

Step #4: Make Your Outcome Obvious.

Don’t hide the fact that you want 
people to call and schedule their first 
appointment. Make it the most obvious 
thing on your website. 

I see a lot of websites that say “Find Us 
On Facebook” in large type on the first 
page, but you have to really search to 
figure out how to schedule.

If you want a patient to call and schedule, 
tell them that, and not in a hidden link 
3/4 of the way down the page. Make it 

James Erickson is the President & CEO of EMC Dental Marketing. EMC Dental focuses on the art and science of online new patient attraction using state-of-
the-art strategies most internet geeks won’t figure out until it’s too late. James and his team of dedicated online nerds take care of all of SofTouch Dental™’s 
online efforts to attract new patients. EMC Dental is also a strategic Google® Adwords Partner. SearchToSchedule.com/tsp
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big and bold, and attention getting.

And make sure it’s on every page. 
When the new patient is ready to take 
action, they should be able to do so 
immediately.

The big takeaway here is to make sure 

“How To Engineer An Internet...”, Cont. from pg 3

Several times this past year, I’ve had the chance to meet some really interest-
ing and very successful people. Some are common household names (John 

Rich of Big & Rich Country Music, Captain Sig Hansen from Deadliest Catch, 
and on and on).

Others, you’ll never hear about. 

What’s interesting is, I get “juice” from both sorts – successful, business-ori-
ented folks like John Rich, to pragmatic, hard-working advice on success from 
a crab fisherman that has spent most of his life on the water in the Bering Sea, 
Capt. Hansen. 

Equally important, I get useful, implementable advice from those not in the public eye. Folks like Drs. John Busby, Sean 
Tarpenning, and, my best friend, Tom.

I’ve made it a conscious habit to surround myself with people that know something I don’t, or, have a skillset I lack, 
have something I’d enjoy having also, and, those that give me energy. I like fun people, too. People that make me laugh 
and enjoy the journey.

But, the bottom line is this: In business, you can’t afford to have anyone around you that does not 
ADD to your bottom line. That’s often a hard pill to swallow. Sometimes, it has to be coated with pea-
nut butter, just like giving meds to my dog, Ruby. She’ll eat anything, literally, if it has peanut butter on 
it. (I realize peanuts are not good for dogs, but her not getting her meds would be far worse.)

You, as a solo doc, or, the CEO of a group or partnership have to be constantly seeking out others to add 
TO your life, not take away.

It’s why I’ve created and assembled a brand-new dental experience: The CHANGE Seminar®.

If you desire a higher income, or need a higher income, more fungolas from your practice, then there is no other more 
profitable ‘place’ to be than The CHANGE Seminar® come March 14th.

Details are enclosed. I will give you a big, big hint: My ClearPath Society® Members save really, really BIG on tuition 
for this event, and, of course, preferential seating and more. It would “pay” for you to investigate Membership to take 
advantage of the discount. But, I’ll leave that up to you!

Join us, won’t you? I mean, where else can you get a first-hand glimpse at a BOOMING GP dental office (that cleared 
$180k in November in just Invisalign alone), and, at the same time,  surround yourself with docs that have $1MM to 
$5MM, even a $6.5MM dental business serving patients in about every type of market you can imagine.

And then there’s me. Wow, how could you go on another year without seeing me in person?! A

Want To Make More Money From Your Practice?
[HINT: Surround yourself with Champions!]

all your internet marketing is leading 
the prospect closer to your practice, 
and getting those that are ready for your 
service to avoid distractions and take 
action immediately to become a patient. 
Make sure you keep your desired 
outcome in mind, and look at trends in 
the way people look for and find your 

services.

This is the reason that I’ve named my 
internet program Search To Schedule. 
It takes a prospect from their internet 
search to your schedule book in the 
most direct way possible and without 
distraction.

Jerry with Super Bowl Champions Hines Ward & Rocky Bleier



24 Mistakes...
Not long ago, I released a book 
that many docs have yet to read. 
Sadly, at their own peril. The 
feedback I have gotten from it 
has been unbelievable. I’ve had 
emails, letters and faxes from 
all over the country...dentists 
who’ve avoided mistakes, and, 
unfortunately, dentists who read 
my book a bit too late. It may 
not be too late for you. Check 
it out on Amazon.com. Just 
search: 24 Common Mistakes 

Doctors Make. $9.95

I had a disturbing conversation with a doctor recently. 

Turns out, he was overwhelmed into Inaction. It’s a condition I find myself in occasionally. But, the problem is, it wasn’t what I find to be USEFUL 
overwhelm. Instead, he had overcommitted himself to participate in just too many things. Every day, a box was arriving at his office and he had 
no idea what to do with all the things he was involved in.

He’s not overwhelmed with new patients. Or, money. Or, too much personal time on his hands. Just the opposite.

He told me every month, he spends something like $5,000 on different things to help grow his practice. Yet, he’s asking me for help. Much of it 
was coaching. He was paying for “internet coaching” to the tune of $1500/month (he’s a doc, his time is worth $500 an hour minimum, so why 
does he really care about internet marketing – I got experts I’m paying to handle that and they are far better at it than me.). Practice management 
coaching (they aren’t coming to his practice and instead just sending him his “stats” each month – I ask if he ever finds that useful or talks to his 

coaches about the stats – his reply, “No.” My reply to his, “Dump it. Why are you paying for a service if you are not using 
it?”) The list went on and on. My advice: Cut them all. If you find yourself missing one, you can always re-subscribe.

In short order, we whittled that down to really, about $500 in useful materials on an ongoing basis, for him to really 
focus on. The rest was garbage and not putting money in his pocket. My argument: You can always go back to them, 
but only AFTER you go through the information they’ve already provided.

The secret to success isn’t the path he was on. It was actually stifling his ability to make decisions and, most importantly, 
TAKE ACTION. Nothing puts money in the bank, food on the table, like ACTION.

It’s the same issue we all face with the myth of “multi-tasking.” Got news for ya – ain’t no such thing. You’re actually 
switching from one task to another (switch-tasking – see my Peak Productivity & Time Management System - FREE 

to Members of my ClearPath Society®) and becoming more and more inefficient as the day wears on since it takes you longer and longer to pick 
back up where you left off. You can’t do two things well or even mediocre when you switch back and forth. It’s why people wreck when they talk 
on the phone. Or, text and drive. Or, drink and drive (your brain’s on holiday and your body is anywhere your brain tells it not to be).

As you contemplate 2013 and the success you’re going to have to, look at the things in your life you can cancel and be better off without. 
Essentially, getting rid of “Mental Overhead.” Then, look at how you work. Can you get back to focus on a single thing vs. 2 or 3 or 4 at once? 
I promise the quality of output will improve. And, you’ll be less frustrated. No one gets much from a multi-tasker, except mediocre (or worse) 
garbage.

Over-Coached = Overwhelm
Ditch The Mental Overhead!
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What would your practice be like if it were hitting numbers like 
this? Can you fathom how many cases of Invisalign that is, to 
reach $180,000 per month? (That’s 36 cases, slightly less than 
2 each day for a 20-day work month.)

The math is easy. If you need to earn an extra $10,000 per month 
from your dental practice, you need only do 4 cases (assume: 
$2500 profit/case x 4) a month. Or, 1 every week. Is there ONE 
patient you see each week that is an Invisalign case potential?

The answer: Of Course.

There are a couple of things likely missing if you are not hitting 
your Ortho production goal:

1) confidence
2) proper screening
3) proper set-up and closing

To hit $80,000, or $180,000 per month in Invisalign, isn’t an 
accident. It’s intentional. It’s 
planned. It’s a coordinated, concerted, intentional effort by 
staff, you, and patients. It takes 3 to tango. 

I have a little secret to share: I have a client, that in the month 
of November, actually HIT $180,000 in Invisalign. In the past 12 
months, he’s hovered around $80,000 to $95,000 a month.

But, in November, they had a major break-through. One of a 
colossal nature. They actually exceeded $180,000 in Invisalign 
Production. 

The profit on that has to be about $120,000 or more. Right? 
I mean, his overhead for his staff and building were already 
covered by the bread-n-butter dentistry he was doing (something 
as important and, if I shared that number with you, you might not 
believe it – but I do – I’ve seen his office, met his staff, and, 
know what they do is the real deal).

Can you see yourself doing an extra case each week? Eventually, 
once systems in place and team trained, 2 cases per week, then 
2 a day, then, 2 in the morning and 2 in the afternoon, until, 
you’re doing $180,000 to $225,000 per month in Invisalign. 

By the way, do you know the potential Invisalign production in 
a General Practice? I wonder if you ever thought of it? I know I 
hadn’t until I heard “$80,000 per month.” Then, I thought: OK. 
$80k is it. Then, I heard $90k. Now, $180,000. Are you kidding 
me? They even had a holiday week (T-giving) thrown in there!

So, what is the potential for clear aligners and other ortho in a 

You, A $180,000/ Month Invisalign (or other ortho) Dentist?
The Potential is Actually FAR Greater…Here’s why!

general practice?

I think it’s $225,000 per month or more.

Follow me on this: If you see 1 pt per hour, that’s 8 in a day, 
right? 5 days per week, 4 weeks in a month. If every one of these 
patients has been attracted to your office because of ortho, 
Invisalign or another clear aligner, then, I think the potential is 
40 patients per week, times 4 weeks = 160 patients at $4995 
each  = $799,200.

OK, so looking at $¾ million, that might sound high. But, what if 
you did just half that? $399,600?

Or, just 1/3 of $180,000? $266,399 per month.

It’s my contention my client will easily reach this: $1/4 million 
dollars per month in Invisalign. 

How?

I can tell you I know right now what he is already doing to attract 
his future 40 patients each week. And, I can also tell you that he 
is willing to divulge it all, to you, in a format you and your team 
can easily digest. 

Imagine seeing his operation? Seeing his office? Getting inside 
his mind…the minds of his team, and, his patients, to see 
exactly what they are doing to deliver $180,000/month in ortho!
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better job, and be more consistent. Right?

4.) PATIENTS. Talk about the most important group that’s part of this conversation! Your 
patients really do not deserve to have someone working on them, with them or around them 
that is NOT 100% bought-in to you, your practice and their fellow employees. And, if they are 
not showing it, it takes patients’ view of how you run your business and how you care for them 
clinically, and sabotages everything you are trying to achieve.

My advice to you this Holiday Season: Get tough and fire the laggards. Do not let them 
spend another minute stealing opportunity from you, your other staff, and, your family. Don’t 
let them spend another second answering a phone the wrong way, suctioning the wrong way, 
or, disrespecting your operation. Get ‘em gone, now.

Purge the bad. (Just like former CEO of GE, Jack Welch – purge the bottom 10% every year!) 
Celebrate the new year with a fully-charged, in-touch and in-tune team that will propel your 
practice to a record year!

Coming in March (15th & 16th), you can join me and ClearPath 
Society® Gold Member, Dr. Sean Tarpenning, along with his 
team, including his no-nonsense office manager, Stephanie. 
Details enclosed! Don’t miss it! Block these dates out, now!

Nothing 
puts 
money in 
the bank, 
food on the 
table, like 
ACTION.


